Black Rain

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3BlackRain3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Caledonia

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3Caledonia3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Deer Brown

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3DeerBrown3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Giallo Fiorito

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3GialloFiorito3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Golden River

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3GoldenRiver3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Hawaii Pearl

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3HawaiiPearl3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Impala Black

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3ImpalaBlack3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Kashmir White

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3KashmirWhite3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
New Venetian Gold

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3 NewVenetianGold3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
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Santa Cecilia Classic

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3SantaCeciliaClassic3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
Seaweed Green

Stone Countertop
Granite Tier 3
Thickness 1¼" (3cm)
Model# C-GT3SeawedGreen3

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.
White Piracema

Please Note: Image generation will vary on every monitor and printer. Please view an actual sample before making a decision. Samples provided are not intended to be control samples as no two pieces of granite are alike. Variations in color, veining, and pattern are the attributes of nature that give granites their distinctive beauty. This sample shown on our web site is only meant to represent the general characteristics of granite but may not show the exact color and texture of the finished product. Every effort will be made to minimize seams and they will be shown on fabrication drawings for approval prior to fabrication. Each project will be sourced from a numbered, sequenced, matched set of slabs for overall uniformity. Every project is fully assembled and photographed prior to shipment.